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Cambridge Branch Newsletter: March–April 2018
Editor

David Boothroyd 01353-664618
d.boothroyd@btinternet.com

BRANCH MEETINGS
JOHN LEWIS DONATION
The Branch Christmas party was enjoyed by all, and
topping it off was the presentation of a cheque from
John Lewis for £1000,
raised by employees
throughout 2017.
Pictured is Chairman
Charlie Nightingale
receiving the cheque
from John Lewis’s
Alison Smith (left)
and Jean Delbridge. As ever, many thanks!

IDEAS FROM THE BRAINSTORMING SESSIONS
The January Branch Meeting was unusual, with the
centre of attention being our members themselves,
rather than a speaker. An excellent attendance saw
members divided into several groups, who
‘Brainstormed’ for a good hour or more.
Topics discussed included the nature of Branch
membership, our current programme, other kinds of
support that could be offered, fundraising, and phone
‘buddying’. For the latter, we are going to talk to Age
Concern, who are very experienced in this.
Some specific points are already being acted on,
namely a coach for outings that can take wheelchairs
– see Sandringham article on page 7. Others are being
investigated, such as closer connections with local
hospital neurology departments, so people are given
better information and support when first diagnosed.
Overall, the level of participation in the sessions was
excellent. Virtually everyone seemed to think the
exercise had been well worthwhile, and the
Committee is grateful for all your input. Some good
ideas have been put forward – but we need people!
Remember, you don’t have to be a committee
member to help. Doing something on a one-off basis
could be invaluable.

PEOPLE WITH PARKINSON'S (PwP) AND CARERS
A new approach was also taken for our February
meeting. A series of short talks were given by
members with Parkinson's and /or carers about living
with the condition.
First was Elaine McCaghrey, who was diagnosed nine
years ago. After starting medication, she was advised
to keep busy, and has certainly done that. Elaine now
attends regular tai chi and pilates classes, and is
clearly skilled at sewing and embroidery – she showed
examples of her work to members. Two years ago she
did the Self Management course, which was very
worthwhile, she said.
Following her was Jacqui Ramjee, a carer for her
mother, Sylvia, who was diagnosed in 2003, and until
2015 had lived in London. Then she moved to
Cambridge to live with her daughter and family. “I see
myself more as an enabler for my mother, rather than
a carer,” she said. This means helping with transport
to appointments, and other activities like a
Parkinson's exercise class, and the Self Management
course, which Sylvia has also done. “She keeps a
positive attitude, and has found the Branch brilliant,
both for information and friendship,” Jacqui said.
The final speaker was Martin Forbes, who said he was
originally diagnosed by his GP as having essential
tremor. When he saw a consultant, they had
diagnosed him as he walked towards the consulting
room! “Then, nothing happened, even though I was
supposed to have been sent a letter,” he said. “I soon
realised you had to take responsibility for yourself.”
He has done that, having become a facilitator for the
Self Management courses, doing a combination of
pilates and yoga classes, and singing in a choir. “I'm
occasionally found in the pub afterwards,” Martin
laughed.
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BRANCH MEMBERSHIP AND PARKINSON'S UK

PARKINSON’S & THE TANGO EFFECT

We know that lots of members have not registered
with Parkinson's UK, and we would encourage you to
do so. The subscription is a mere £4 a year, and that
money comes back to the Branch (and the same
applies if you choose to pay more). For this you get
lots of regular information, and we are now offering a
discount on our trips and other events if you have
Parkinson's UK membership. So it pays for itself!
(See page 7 for contact information).

Here, Cambridge-based Kate Swindlehurst describes
how she came to write her recently published book,
Parkinson’s & the Tango Effect.
I was diagnosed with Parkinson’s in 2004. After the
initial shock, my responses followed what is probably
a familiar path to many. First, to fight it – I wasn’t
going to let a disease get the better of me. I kept it
hidden and ran myself ragged trying to prove I was
coping. The second stage? To give in and give up. For
a while I felt like retreating from the world.

TULIP CLUB WINNERS
The Tulip Club winners for January were Jean Walker
(number 44), and Derek Dawson (30). In February,
they were Wendy Sheppard (37) and Myra Moore
(90). Each wins £10.

NEWS AND EVENTS
NEW NURSE APPOINTED AT ADDENBROOKE'S
A new Parkinson's nurse has been appointed at
Addenbrooke's Hospital, Nicola McQueen. Hopefully,
she will be one among several nurses, including
Carolyn Nobel, coming to talk to us at the March
Branch Meeting.Please note the date for this: March
23. This is the fourth Friday in the month, not the
last. The meeting will also include the AGM.

‘FOREVER ACTIVE’ HELPS WITH EXERCISE
A local exercise scheme called Forever Active offers
various physical activity classes for the over 50s, in
Cambridge and South Cambs, led by teachers who are
fully trained and insured. Branch Member Brian
Hockley has found the Strength and Balance class,
held in Foxton for an hour every Tuesday morning,
very helpful. The leader is trained and appraised by
physios from the Falls Clinic at Brookfields Hospital.
About half the class is on chairs, working through all
the muscles with various exercises (set to music), with
many using resistance bands. This is followed by ‘sit to
stand’, with people being encouraged to increase the
number achieved each week, and there are several
walking/balance activities. Each class costs £5 but if
you join Forever Active (£15 a year), it’s £4. See
enquiries@forever-active.org.uk, tel 07432-480105.

Then I moved to Cambridge, began writing, and
signed up for a private tango lesson. Instead of trying
to conceal my Parkinson’s, I plucked up courage and
spilled the story as I fastened my dance shoes. This
was the start of a
seven-year odyssey
in the company of
two tango teachers
who eventually
became close
friends. My book
Parkinson’s & the
Tango Effect is the
story of that journey. I learnt that Argentine tango will
take whatever you have and translate it into
something potentially wonderful.
How does it work? Physically, tango demands posture,
balance, confident stepping and turning, changes in
speed and direction: particularly difficult but
beneficial if you have Parkinson’s. Even more
challenging is the fact that there is no set sequence of
steps. Argentine tango is improvised, relying on
unspoken communication between the partners in
the embrace. This can be a profound emotional
experience and a powerful counter to the depression
and isolation which often come with the condition.
And then there is the marvellous music!
Research has shown the benefits of dance for PwP.
Some studies suggest that Argentine tango may be
the most effective dance, especially for its impact on
mood and quality of life. I’m convinced the tango
medicine has helped me keep the Parkinson’s in
check. More recently, DBS has had spectacular results
– but that’s another story!
Parkinson’s & the Tango Effect: my Year on the Dance
Floor was launched with Unbound in December 2017.
For further information, video, extract and synopsis
and to pledge your support follow the link
https://unbound.com/books/tango/.
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SWIMMING AT CHESTERTON POOL
Exercising in water is one of the best ways to help
maintain balance, strength, flexibility and general
fitness, whilst also
having some fun!
Chesterton is well
equipped to ensure
safe exercise and
the water buoyancy
means there is no
risk of falling while exercising. The group runs on
Thursday afternoons from 2.30-3.30pm at Chesterton
sports centre in Gilbert Road, Cambridge, when the
pool is exclusively available to the group. Partners are
welcome to join in. Pool access is by a ladder or chair
hoist, and is taken by a chartered physiotherapist,
with a pool lifeguard also in attendance.
The first half hour is for general swimming of widths
or lengths. Floatation aids and assistance are available
to those who need them. The second half is spent
doing aquarobic, balance and co-ordination exercises,
and ball games to music. The group also offers the
opportunity to make friends and there is a cafe at the
sports centre, which is good for a chat after the
session. The group is supported by the Branch and
costs £5 each, payable on the day. If you are
interested in attending or want more information,
please email: physiomobile@dsl.pipex.com, or call
01223-295711. Alternatively, you can write to Laurie
Woolfenden, Mallard House, 18, Stanbury Close, Fen
Ditton, CB5 8UP.

her mind and body, and in the process raise funds for
research. “Please give whatever you can and your
messages will help and motivate me every step of the
journey,” she says. To donate, see her JustGiving page
www.justgiving.com/fundraising/veena4parkinsons.

MUSIC THERAPY COURSE ENDS
The Music Therapy Course, which we have been
running with Anglia Ruskin University and the Multiple
Sclerosis Society, has ended, culminating in a special
showcase event. But we are now making
arrangements for similar classes to be continued, on a
regular basis, probably at the same venue (Ross Street
Community Centre). Likely cost is £30 for 10 weekly
sessions, which we hope to start within a few weeks.
Details will be posted on our Facebook page.

QUIZ WINNER AGAIN – WITHOUT COMPUTER
Congratulations are due to the winner of the 2017
Christmas Quiz, who has repeated her performance
from the last time we ran a quiz. Miss Pam Dawson, of
Cambridge Road, Great Shelford, has won again, and
what’s more, she has done it without a computer! She
used only a thesaurus, a crossword dictionary, and the
Radio Times. Nobody had a perfect score but Pam got
only seven answers wrong out of 100 – which surely
proves what many people were saying: it was a
difficult quiz! So well done also to our quiz compiler,
Jill Hockley, for testing our grey matter! Generously,
Pam has asked that the £25 prize should be donated
to the Branch if she should win. So many thanks and
well done again!

VEENA TACKLES ISLE OF WIGHT CHALLENGE
On Saturday, May 5, Veena Sharma will be walking
52km (over 32 miles) along the coast of the Isle of
Wight to raise funds for Parkinson's UK. She is taking
part in the Isle of Wight Challenge 2018, which runs
over two days and covers half the island. Veena is
doing this as a result of her friend, Branch Member
Mikki McMillan, being diagnosed with Parkinson's in
2016. This was within a couple of months of losing her
father, and also being diagnosed with a brain tumour.
“For most people, experiencing one of the above
would possibly have been enough to push them over
the edge, but not Mikki!,” Veena says. “With her
resilience, love of life and the unfailing love and
support of her family and friends, Mikki has fully
recovered from surgery for her tumour and manages
her condition, living life to the full.”
Veena says she realises how easily our good health
can disappear. As she has hers, she wants to challenge

SCIENCE AND RESEARCH
PFIZER ENDS PARKINSON'S RESEARCH
In January, world pharmaceutical company Pfizer
announced it was ending all early-stage projects in
neuroscience, including Parkinson's. The company
says it plans to concentrate on areas where it has
scientific leadership. Dr Arthur Roach, Parkinson's UK
Director of Research, said: “While we are
disappointed by Pfizer's announcement, Parkinson's
UK will continue to work with other pharmaceutical
companies to develop new treatments.”
He cited the example of Parkinson's UK working with
nine pharmaceutical companies who are members of
its Critical Path for Parkinson’s consortium. This aims
to make clinical trials smarter and faster.
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VIEWPOINT

INTENSE EXERCISE DELAYS PROGRESSION

VIEWPOINT is a new column in the Newsletter,
which will appear in every issue, and Branch
Members are invited to contribute. Do you feel
strongly about a Parkinson's related subject? Write a
piece (maximum around 350 words) and send it to
me, David Boothroyd (see page 1). There are plenty
of topics to go for!

High intensity exercise three times a week for
individuals with early stage Parkinson's decreases the
worsening of motor symptoms, according to a new US
trial led by Northwestern Medicine and the University
of Denver. This is the first time scientists have tested
the effects of high intensity exercise on PwP, which
previously was thought to be too physically stressful.

EARLY DIAGNOSIS: WHO NEEDS IT?
It seems that scarcely a month goes by without
researchers announcing that they are either starting a
new Parkinson’s related project, or completing one,
on the search for a reliable diagnostic tool. Ideally,
this will detect Parkinson’s with virtually 100%
accuracy, potentially years before any symptoms start
to appear.

“If you have Parkinson's and want to delay the
progression of your symptoms, you should exercise
three times a week with your heart rate reaching
between 80 to 85% maximum. It is that simple,” said
co-lead author Daniel Corcos, of Northwestern
University. “The earlier you intervene, the more likely
you can prevent progression. We delayed symptoms
worsening for six months; whether we can do it for
longer requires further study.”

In fact, we know this is possible already, at least if the
ability of Joy Milne is anything to go by. Famously, she
has shown she can smell Parkinson’s, in people with
no symptoms, and has proved it. Given that a human
with an exceptionally sensitive sense of smell can
detect Parkinson’s, and that man’s best friend has a
sense of smell thousands of times more sensitive than
ours, it is no surprise dogs can also do what Joy can.
All of this may sound like a success story – but is it? In
one sense yes, because Joy is helping researchers
discover molecules that could, possibly, lead to a
better understanding of Parkinson's. But her ability is
often cited as a potential route to an early diagnosis
and the question remains: what is the benefit of this if
we can’t do anything helpful given such a diagnosis?
If we knew of a drug that definitely slowed down the
progress of Parkinson’s, early diagnosis would clearly
be invaluable. But we haven’t. Many substances are
seen as having potential, but there is no outstanding
candidate in the pharmaceutical world. Indeed, recent
results suggest the best technique we have found so
far is fairly intense, and certainly consistent, exercise.
If we cannot do anything significant to help people
with no symptoms who are given a Parkinson's
diagnosis, what is the point? For many of us, being
told at the age of 30 that we will almost certainly
develop the symptoms of Parkinson's in 20-30 years is
surely something we would rather not know?

The trial, named the Study in Parkinson’s of Exercise
(SPARX), featured 128 participants from 40 to 80
years old who were at an early stage of the disease
and not taking medication, ensuring the results were
related to exercise and not affected by medication.
Participants had a score of about 20 before exercise,
and those in the high intensity group stayed at 20.
Those doing moderate exercise got worse by 1.5
points, and those not exercising at all worsened by
three points – a 15% change, considered clinically
important as it makes a difference to people’s quality
of life. Previous studies have suggested exercise
improves motor symptoms, but the evidence wasn't
sufficient to determine whether exercise intensity
modifies disease progression. Also, most studies have
not precisely measured or controlled the intensity of
exercise, and none has been conducted at 80-85%
maximum heart rate.
The best form of exercise for Parkinson's is still being
debated, but experts agree you choose one you'll do
regularly! So the key is: decide what exercise you
enjoy, and what suits your lifestyle and level of
symptoms. And stick with it!

FRUIT FLIES SHOW TREMOR
Scientists at York University have improved the
understanding of tremors associated with Parkinson's
after observing such movements in fruit flies. A
mutation in a gene called LRRK2 is the single most
common inherited cause of Parkinson's, and
researchers have observed for the first time the detail
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of movement deficits in fruit flies carrying the faulty
gene.

the Cambridge Centre for Brain Repair, and funded by
the Cure Parkinson's Trust (CPT).

“The research has
shown that the
movement
disorder can be
narrowed down
and determined
accurately, which
opens up the
possibility of
testing novel drugs,” said researcher Dr Chris Elliott.
“What is particularly new about this is the idea that
the flies can show tremor. Nobody has modelled it in
that level of detail before.”

Skin cells will be taken from patients with specific
types of Parkinson's and directly turned into nerve
cells, by using a virus with various ‘reprogramming’
factors. Importantly, these cells will be turned into
‘old’ nerve cells of the type affected by Parkinson's in
the patient’s brain. Studying such cells will
determine the processes that are not working
correctly because of Parkinson's.

The team observed how the fruit fly used its proboscis
to reach out and drink a sugary substance – mimicking
the movement humans make when reaching out a
hand for a drink, a common test for Parkinson's.
“The proboscis reaches out slowly and shakes, and we
have shown this movement is controlled by this one
gene, expressed in just one nerve cell,” Elliott said.
“This precise measurement of movement opens up
the way to start looking at drugs that could reverse
the symptoms.”
The next stage is to test compounds that work in the
test tube in a living organism. The research, published
in the journal Nature Parkinson's Disease, was funded
by Parkinson's UK and the Wellcome Trust.
Meanwhile, the drug company Denali Therapeutics
has announced positive results from a clinical trial of
an LRRK2 inhibitor. The mutations in LRRK2 that
cause Parkinson's are associated with higher activity
of the LRRK2 protein. Scientists are therefore
searching for inhibitor drugs to prevent overactivation and protect cells. The trial drug achieved
greater than 90% inhibition of LRRK2 activity at peak
drug levels. The company is testing a second
compound in a separate trial in the Netherlands and
after completion of both trials, one compound will
move into studies in PwP carrying a LRRK2 mutation.

INDUCED NEURONS DERIVED FROM THE
PATIENT MAY HELP SELECT BEST DRUGS
A new research project plans to use patient-based
‘induced neuronal’ (iNs) cells to determine which
drugs are most likely to slow or stop progression of
the condition. It is led by Professor Roger Barker, from

The cells will then be treated with various drugs
(particularly those from the CPT’s Linked Clinical Trials
candidates) to see if they can correct the problems
that are seen. Any drug that improves these
abnormalities in the induced neurons will be a
good candidate to trial in people, to see if it slows
down progression of Parkinson's.
Use of iNs is a powerful research technique for
understanding the underpinnings of both idiopathic (=
cause unknown) and genetic Parkinson's. Also, it is
likely to be scalable and so can be applied for wider
screening efforts. Importantly, compounds being
studied in this field of research are existing drugs,
allowing for relatively rapid repurposing into the
clinic. Assessing the impact of different drug
combinations is another opportunity with
this research.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
REGISTER NOW FOR TULIP FUN-RUN
Join us for the Tulip Fun-Run, which takes place on
Sunday, April 8, celebrating the start of Parkinson’s
Awareness Week. The following Wednesday, April 11,
is World Parkinson's Day (see below).

The unique distance of our Tulip run – 7K – pushes
those who take part in the 5K Park Run just that little
bit further, while also playing to the strengths of those
used to the 10K distance.
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But whether you walk or run the course, the Tulip
Fun-Run starts and finishes at the Branch’s regular
meeting place, the David Rayner Building, in the
grounds of Scotsdale’s Garden Centre, in Great
Shelford (CB22 5JT).

which is being used in connection with Parkinson’s.
We will hear about the chemicals in your breath that
provide far more than just a diagnostic aid, and how
they could be the key to unlocking better, more
personal treatments and monitoring in future.

All entrants, walkers or runners, must either register
online (see below) or complete the paper entry form,
which was sent out with the last issue of the
newsletter and is available from Charlie Nightingale
(page 7). Everyone must make the appropriate
payment and tick the disclaimer statements. Entry
fees are £10 for adults and £5 for entrants who are 16
years or under.

Professor Oliver Bandmann will share world-leading
research from the Sheffield Institute of Translational
Neuroscience, where his team are using samples of
skin cells to better understand Parkinson’s. He will
explain how these cells are providing a window into
the brains of individuals with Parkinson’s, so that his
team can identify what is going wrong and develop
tailored treatments.

All finishers will receive a certificate and medal. We
invite you to register online to take part, and to
encourage your family and friends to do so. The event
is in aid of those in the Cambridge area who are living
with Parkinson’s. Money raised from registration fees
and individual sponsorship efforts will be a vital
support for the branch and its members. For more
details and to register online, go to the following link:
www.active.com/cambridge/running/tulip-fun-run2018.

The lecture takes place on Tuesday, April 17, from
19:30-21:00, at the usual venue – Fitzwilliam College,
(Storey's Way, Cambridge CB3 0DG). Places are free
but should be booked in advance via
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/gretschen-amphletmemorial-lecture-2018-tickets-41076726595.
Parkinson's UK will also be streaming the lecture via
YouTube, enabling people to watch it live and ask
questions, or see it afterwards. Go to:
https://youtu.be/KxoKOWvCwDU

APRIL 11 IS WORLD PARKINSON'S DAY

CASH COLLECTORS NEEDED!

Last year, people posted a stream of messages,
pictures and videos showing that we are all united by
the cause. On April 11, the UniteForParkinsons
hashtag was used 5815 times across 76 countries,
smashing the initial target of 50 countries! So the
message from Parkinson's UK is to keep using the
hashtag to post your own messages.

Each Can Collection at a local supermarket contributes
on average £450 to our Branch funds. We need to
recruit two collectors per hour for eight hours of the
day (09:00-17:00).

GRETSCHEN AMPHLET LECTURE 2018
This year’s Gretschen Amphlet Memorial Lecture, on
April 17, will feature two researchers who are both
aiming to use very simple tests of breath and skin to
potentially diagnose and better analyse Parkinson's.
Hence the title: From Simple Tests to Tailored
Treatments. The target is a future where a single
breath is all it takes to diagnose Parkinson’s, or a
sample of skin can determine what treatment would
work best for you. That may sound a long way off, but
researchers today are making huge strides towards
such simple diagnostic tests, to provide tailored
treatments for people with Parkinson’s. Because
everyone’s Parkinson’s is different.
The first lecturer is Dr Simon Stott, known to us
through the Barker Lab, who is a Research Associate
at Cambridge University. He will describe his
collaborative research on breath analysis technology,

This Spring we have four opportunities — two at
Tesco stores (Bar Hill and Milton), two at Waitrose in
Trumpington. Ideally we need 64 collectors! Of
course we do NOT have that many volunteers, so
some brave souls are collecting for two hours on end,
or coming more than once to different locations.
Could you help to lighten their load? If you think you
might, please call Caroline on 01223-314279 to offer
an hour of your time. Thank you.

CAMBRIDGE SELF MANAGEMENT GROUPS
Self-management groups are led by PwP, partners and
carers as trained volunteer facilitators. Each group
brings together a maximum of 12 people, who meet
for six sessions of discussion, activity and selfreflection on questions about life with Parkinson's.
It's free to attend but you must book a place.
Cambridge dates are: April 26, May 3, 10, 17, 24 and
31. Time: 1.00pm - 3.30pm. Venue: Meadows
Community Centre, St Catharine’s Rd, CB4 3XJ.
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ROYAL SANDRINGHAM FLOWER SHOW VISIT
What promises to be a great summer day out is a visit
to Sandringham, the Queen’s Norfolk home. It is set
for Wednesday, July 25, the day of the Royal Flower
Show.

and Sandringham Church as a backdrop. A one-day
show, it attracts 20,000 visitors every year.
Our coach will leave Trumpington Park & Ride at
09.30, arriving at 11.15. The return journey will leave
Sandringham at 15.30, arriving back at Trumpington
Park & Ride around 17.30. The Coach will take one
fixed wheelchair, and three more that can transfer to
coach seeing. It will be a bigger coach than usual, a
79-seat double decker, so with four wheelchairs,
there will be 75 tickets available, costing £27 each for
Branch Members, £30 for guests. For tickets, contact
Margaret (see below).

Sandringham Flower Show is one of the most
prestigious horticultural events in the East of England.
Now in its 137th year, it is set in the magnificent
surroundings of Sandringham Park, with the House

CAMBRIDGE BRANCH COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Chair: Charles Nightingale cllrnightingale@btconnect.com 01223-844763 07836-232032
Secretary: Trish Carn trishc.parkinsonscambridge@gmail.com 01223-363435
Assistant Secretary: Caroline Bent carolinebent@me.com 01223-314279 07922-479289
Treasurer: Jenny Wood jennyparkinsonscambridge@virginmedia.com 01223-504200 07982-246067
Newsletter Editor: David Boothroyd d.boothroyd@btinternet.com 01353-664618 07799-598130
Membership: Henry Bland hbland4n6@sky.com 01223-872254 07836-208367
Publicity & Social Media: Annabel Bradford annabelparkinsonscambridge@gmail.com 01223-438713 07950-685307
Margaret Steane margaretsteane1@gmail.com 01223-860128
Myra Moore mooremyra@hotmail.com 01223-843211 07866-068357
Andrew Stevens andrewstevens@btinternet.com 01223-861063 07850-250673
Gabby Farrow (Honorary Member) 01223-356433

USEFUL CONTACTS
Parkinson's Local Adviser – Candy Stokes 0344 225 3618 cstokes@parkinsons.org.uk
Facebook: www.facebook.com/parkinsonsukcambridge/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/CambBranchPUK
Help Line 0808-800-0303 (free phone call). Specialist advisers can answer questions on any aspect of Parkinson’s.
Parkinson's Nurses in our area. For advice and information contact the Parkinson's Nurse Team on 0330-726-0077.
Branch Website: www.parkinsonscambridge.org.uk
Parkinson’s UK 215 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London SW1V 1EJ.
T 020-7931-8080 F 020-7931-8080 E enquiries@parkinsons.org.uk www.parkinsons.org.uk

Parkinson’s UK is the operating name of the Parkinson’s Disease Society of the United Kingdom.
A company limited by guarantee. Registered in England and Wales (948776).
Registered office: 215 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London SW1V 1EJ.
A charity registered in England and Wales (258197) and in Scotland (SC037554).
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PARKINSON’S UK – CAMBRIDGE BRANCH CALENDAR – MARCH–APRIL, 2018

REGULAR MEETINGS AND ACTIVITIES

OF SPECIAL NOTE

*SEE cancellations and holiday breaks *

MARCH

*Aquatherapy*
Thursdays weekly, 14:30-15:30
Chesterton Sports Centre, Gilbert Rd, CB4 3NY
Contact: Laurie 01223-295711
Zoe will take the class on 15 and 22 March.
Branch Meeting
Fourth Friday of every month except December 10:3013:30,
David Rayner Building, Scotsdale’s Garden Centre, Gt
Shelford, CB22 5JT
Includes soup and sandwich lunch.
Details in “OF SPECIAL NOTE”, but be aware that
the programme may change, and consult website or
phone to check if necessary.
Contact: Caroline 01223-314279
Bring and Share lunch
First Tuesday of each month, 12:15-15:00
Barnabas Court, Milton, CB24 6WR [To reach
Barnabas Court leave A14 at Milton (A10) exit, head
to Tesco, take Cambridge Rd off Tesco roundabout
and Barnabas Ct is second on right. All are welcome to
all or part of meeting]
Contact: Gabby 01223-356433
Nightingale Singers: suspended during ARU’s

Vocal Therapy research programme – see
article above.
*Yoga*
Mondays weekly, 10:30-11:30
The Meadows Community Centre, Room 2, St
Catharine’s Road (corner of Arbury Rd & Kings
Hedges Rd) CB4 3XJ
Contact: Michèle 01223-956655

No classes 26 March or 2 and 9 April

23: Branch Meeting
10:45 BRANCH AGM
11: 15 Conversation with familiar and new
Parkinson’s Nurses.
+ Ramilla Patel: East of England
Manager, P-UK

12:00-12:15 Lunch
Aromatherapy throughout
29: Collection at Tesco Bar Hill; see article above
APRIL
8: Annual Tulip Fun-Run
To raise money for the branch. Further
information on how to register can be found
online. See article above
11: International Parkinson’s Day
17: The Gretschen Amphlet Memorial Lecture
see article above
25 and 26: Collections at Waitrose, Trumpington.
27: Branch Meeting
Speaker: Dr. Haiyan Zhang
12:00-12:15 Lunch
Aromatherapy throughout
MAY
11: Collection at Tesco Milton
25: Branch Meeting
11:00 Speaker: Steve Ford, Executive
Director of Parkinson’s UK.
+ 3 members of CU Engineering Dept.
working on reduction of hand tremors

12:00-12:15 Lunch
Aromatherapy throughout
JUNE
22: Branch Meeting
All about Wandlebury; from Wildlife to
Walking!
JULY
25: Branch Outing to Sandringham –see article above

